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� The mixture of polymer and water is
separated by underwater
superpolymphobic meshes.

� Underwater superpolymphobicity is
achieved on the mesh by fs laser
processing.

� The structured mesh has excellent
repellence to liquid polymer in water.

� The separation can alleviate pollution
caused by the discharge of liquid
polymers.
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The widespread use of liquid polymers may pollute water, causing grave environmental problems and
even various human diseases. The separation of a mixture of a liquid polymer and water is extremely
important in research, but the high viscosity, low fluidity, and high adhesion performance of liquid poly-
mers make this task highly challenging. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy for separating a poly-
mer/water mixture wherein porous underwater superpolymphobic micro/nanostructures are used for
the first time. Femtosecond laser (fsL) processing is used to form micro/nanoscale surface structures
on a stainless steel mesh (SSM), resulting in excellent repellence (underwater superpolymphobicity) to
various liquid polymer droplets in water. The laser-induced underwater superpolymphobicity is very
stable even though the SSM suffers from different damage treatments (e.g., sandpaper abrasion, acid
or alkali solutions corrosion, UV light irradiation, and tape peeling). The underwater superpolymphobic-
ity is ascribed to an underwater Cassie contact state between the underwater liquid polymer and the sur-
face microstructure of the laser-treated SSM. We demonstrate that the underwater superpolymphobic
SSM can be effectively and repeatedly used to separate liquid polymer/water mixtures with a high sep-
aration efficiency of 99.0% and a high separation flux of 4.45 � 105 L m�2h�1. The mixtures of water and
different polymers are successfully separated. Such a separation strategy can potentially alleviate pollu-
tion from liquid polymer discharge, recycle waste polymer resources, and be applied in polymer produc-
tion and manufacturing.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of setup for ablating SSM by focused fsL beam.
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1. Introduction

The separation of two or more dissimilar materials has impor-
tant implications for both fundamental research and practical
applications [1–10]. Polymers are commonly used materials that
exhibit both liquid and solid states with a broad range of applica-
tions in the chemical industry, building, food processing, pharma-
ceuticals, agriculture, etc. However, the widespread use of liquid
polymers results in various pollutants in water [11–16]. The leak-
age and discharge of liquid polymers into the water in the above-
mentioned applications may cause waste and even polymer-based
environmental problems. A liquid polymer is generally character-
ized by high viscosity, low fluidity, and high adhesion performance.
Liquid polymer pollutants can easily adhere to and block underwa-
ter pipelines and facilities. These pollutants are typically difficult to
biodegrade using microbes in water. The entrance of toxic com-
pounds in liquid polymers into the food chain constitutes a signif-
icant threat to the ecosystem and can cause various human
diseases (e.g. cancer) [11–16]. Pollution caused by waste liquid
polymers can be potentially remedied by separating liquid poly-
mer/water mixtures. However, liquid polymers can easily adhere
to commonly used separation materials and are difficult to isolate
from water. An effective separation method for minimizing the
negative impact of liquid polymer pollution has not been available
thus far. The polymer/water separation can be defined as the pro-
cess of separating a mixture of water and liquid polymers. The
development of a simple and effective strategy for polymer/water
separation has considerable research significance but is highly
challenging to accomplish.

We recently reported several solid surfaces that have a high
capacity to repel a liquid polymer in a water medium; that is, liq-
uid polymer droplets on the sample surfaces have a contact angle
(CA) above 150�, and the sample surface exhibits ultralow adhe-
sion to a polymer in water [17–19]. This property is defined as
underwater superpolymphobicity by us. Underwater superpolym-
phobicity has been successfully used to design the shape of poly-
mers and control the adhesion at polymer/substrate interfaces.
The excellent polymer repellence of underwater superpolympho-
bic materials can be used in polymer/water separation to mitigate
liquid-polymer-induced waste and environmental pollution. To the
best of our knowledge, the use of a polymer-repellent microstruc-
ture to separate a polymer/water mixture has not been reported
thus far.

The femtosecond (10-15s) laser (fsL) has become one of the most
advanced tools in the field of micro/nano-fabrication because of its
extremely short pulse width and ultrahigh peak power density
[20–26]. Femtosecond laser microfabrication possesses many
unique features, such as small heat-affected area, high spatial res-
olution, a wide range of processable materials, and non-contact
processing [20–26]. A femtosecond laser can process almost any
given materials and can directly produce micro- and nano-scale
structures on the material surface by simple one-step ablation. In
this paper, micro/nanostructures were fabricated on a stainless
steel mesh (SSM) surface by one-step fsL processing. The resultant
SSM exhibits superhydrophilicity and high repellence to various
liquid polymers in water. The underwater superpolymphobicity
results from the Cassie contact state between the liquid polymer
and the fsL-treated SSM, which is verified by scanning electronic
microscope (SEM) imaging. The influence of processing parameters
on the polymer wettability of the treated SSM was also investi-
gated. The sandpaper abrasion, acid or alkali solutions corrosion,
UV light irradiation, and tape peeling experiments were carried
out to show the durability of the laser-induced underwater super-
polymphobicity. Based on the inverse wettabilities of the fsL-
structured SSM to water (i.e. superhydrophilicity in the air) and
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the liquid polymer (i.e. underwater superpolymphobicity), we pro-
pose a novel strategy for separating a polymer/water mixture,
wherein porous underwater superpolymphobic micro/nanostruc-
tures are used for the first time. Different mixtures of liquid poly-
mer and water were successfully separated by the fsL-structured
SSM using both removal and filtration.
2. Results and discussion

FsL processing was adopted to generate a microstructure on an
SSM surface. As shown in Fig. 1, the SSM (300 mesh size) was fixed
on a movable platform controlled by a program. The fsL beam
(pulse width = 50 fs, center wavelength = 800 nm, and repetition
rate = 1 kHz) was focused on the SSM surface by a convex lens (fo-
cal length = 20 cm), and the SSM was ablated using a line-by-line
progressive scanning technology (inset of Fig. 1) [27–36]. The laser
power and the scanning speed were set at constant values of 300
mW and 5 mm s�1, respectively. The interval, K, between adjacent
scanning lines was changed during fsL processing.

Fig. 2a is an SEM image of the wire surface of an untreated bare
SSM. The surface of the SSM is relatively smooth, and only the
inherent texture of the metal wire can be observed. By contrast,
fsL treatment easily creates a rough microstructure on the SSM
surface. Fig. 2b is an SEM image of the fsL-structured SSM at the
K of 25 lm. A wave-like microstructure is generated on the wire
surface. This microstructure is composed of microscale (0.5–
2 lm) protuberances and typical nanoscale fsL-induced ripples.
Increasing K from 25 lm to 75 lm still results in a wave-like hier-
archical microstructure on the SSM surface (Fig. 2b-d). ForK above
75 lm, the resultant SSM surface is coated with only periodic
nanoripples with a period of approximately 625 nm (Fig. 2e and
f). Generally, the fsL energy accumulation per unit area decreases
with increasing K, and a lower energy accumulation weakens the
ablation process. Therefore, the scale of the fsL-induced surface
micro/nanostructures gradually declines as K increases (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the SSM
before and after fsL ablation, which was performed to further study
the chemical changes of the sample surface. These two patterns
have the same peak positions. The result indicates that the chem-
ical composition of the SSM almost does not change during laser
ablation although oxidation occurs under fsL ablation [37].

The original untreated SSM is silver-gray (Fig. 4a). A water dro-
plet on this SSM has a water CA (WCA) of 101.9 ± 13.5� (Fig. 4c).
The untreated SSM exhibits polymphilicity. The polymer CA



Fig. 2. SEM images of SSM surfaces. (a) Untreated SSM. (b-f) SSM following fsL treatment at different scanning intervals of (b) K = 25 lm, (c) K = 50 lm, (d) K = 75 lm, (e)
K = 100 lm, and (f) K = 125 lm.

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the SSM before and after fsL ablation.
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(PCA) of liquid polymer (uncured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS))
droplets on the SSM is only 23.2 ± 7.9� (Fig. 4d). Immersion in
water makes the SSM polymphobic. The PCA of an underwater
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polymer droplet on the untreated SSM is measured to be
143.5 ± 2.0� (Fig. 4e). Despite the large PCA, there is very strong
adhesion between the untreated SSM and the polymer droplet.
The underwater polymer droplet adheres to the SSM, irrespective
of any tilting angles of the SSM (inset of Fig. 4e). After roughening
by fsL processing (e.g., K = 75 lm), the SSM surface becomes black
because of the formation of light-absorbing micro/nanoscale struc-
tures (Fig. 4b). The structured SSM exhibits superhydrophilicity
and superpolymphilicity in air. A water droplet and a liquid poly-
mer droplet fully wet the SSM with a WCA and a PCA, respectively,
near 0� (Fig. 4f and g). By contrast, a liquid polymer droplet
dispensed on the structured SSM in water maintains a spherical
shape with a PCA of 156.4 ± 5.1� (Fig. 4h). As long as the SSM is
tilted at 2.5 ± 0.5�, the polymer droplet rolls off the surface easily
(Fig. 4i and Movie S1); that is, the polymer sliding angle (PSA)
equals 2.5 ± 0.5�. The CA hysteresis (CAH) of the underwater poly-
mer droplet on the SSM is only 2.7 ± 2�. Therefore, the structured
SSM exhibits high repellence to liquid polymer droplets in water.
The high PCA (>150�) and low PSA/CAH (<10�) demonstrate that
the fsL treatment has endowed the SSM with underwater
superpolymphobicity.



Movie S1.
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The wettability of a liquid polymer droplet on different kinds
of SSMs was also investigated by a dynamic contacting-leaving
process. As shown in Fig. 5, a needle was used to place a liquid
polymer droplet in contact with the SSM surface. After an appro-
priate contact period, the droplet was moved away from the SSM.
For the untreated SSM, the polymer droplet eventually detached
from the needle as the needle was lifted in both air (Fig. 5a and
Movie S2) and water (Fig. 5b and Movie S2). The shape of the
polymer droplet deformed drastically before detaching from the
needle. The polymer droplet adhered easily to the untreated
SSM, demonstrating the ultrahigh adhesion between the SSM
and the liquid polymer. By contrast, the polymer droplet
Fig. 4. SSMwettability. (a) Photograph of the untreated SSM. (b) Photograph of the SSM a
droplet on SSM in air. (e and h) Underwater liquid polymer droplet on SSM. (c-e) show
polymer droplet sticks firmly to a 90�-tilted SSM. (i) Liquid polymer droplet rolling off t
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maintained a spherical shape during the entire process (from con-
tacting the laser-structured SSM to removal by the needle), and
no residual was left on the underwater superpolymphobic SSM
surface (Fig. 5c and Movie S2). This result shows that the fsL-
structured SSM exhibits remarkable repellence to polymer in
water.

Fig. 6 depicts the influence of K on the wettability of the laser-
structured SSM. With increasing K, the focused laser pulses per
area decline, weakening the ablation process and decreasing the
roughness. The WCA between the resulting SSM and a water dro-
plet increases gradually with increasing K because the laser-
ablated domains at the scanning lines develop from an overlapped
state into a separated state (Fig. 6a), which is in good agreement
with previously reported results [28,38]. All the laser-structured
SSMs with K < 100 mm exhibit excellent superhydrophilicity, with
WCAs below 10�. With increasing K, the PCA of an underwater
polymer droplet decreases, whereas the CAH increases (Fig. 6b).
As the K increases from 25 mm to 175 mm, the PCA decreases from
155.8 ± 1.8� to 151.2 ± 3.2�, and the CAH increases from 2.8 ± 0.9�
to 14.6 ± 1.7�. This result shows that underwater superpolympho-
bicity can be obtained on a laser-treated SSM over a wide range of
processing parameters.

The real contact state between the underwater liquid polymer
and the structured SSM is estimated by performing SEM imaging
after curing the PDMS at a high temperature. Fig. 7a and b show
liquid polymer poured onto an untreated SSM in air. The SEM
images show that the polymer fully wets the SSM. All the SSM
holes are filled with polymer. The liquid polymer is in a Wenzel
fter fsL processing. (c and f) Water wettability of SSM in air. (d and g) Liquid polymer
the untreated SSM and (f-h) show the laser-structured SSM. Inset in (e) shows that
he structured SSM underwater.



Fig. 5. Process of placing an underwater polymer droplet in contact with and removal from SSM. (a) Untreated SSM in air. (b) Untreated SSM in water. (c) Laser-structured
SSM in water.

Movie S2.
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state on the untreated SSM (Fig. 7c) [38,39]. For the laser-
structured SSM, the SEM images show that underwater polymer
remains a spherical shape on the SSM surface and only contacts
the top portion of the SSMmicrostructure (Fig. 7d and e). The poly-
mer droplet on the rough SSM in water is an underwater Cassie
wetting state (Fig. 7f) [39–41]. The rough surface microstructure
generated by laser ablation amplifies the wettability of SSM, result-
ing in superhydrophilicity. The structured SSM is completely wet-
ted when immersed in water. The water fills all the SSM holes and
surface microstructures. Placing a polymer droplet on the under-
water SSM results in the formation of a water cushion between
the laser-induced microstructure and the polymer droplet [41].
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The trapped water layer repels the liquid polymer because of the
repulsive force between water and polymer molecules. As a result,
the structured SSM is endowed with excellent polymer repellence
in water, i.e., underwater superpolymphobicity.

The underwater superpolymphobicity of the laser-structured
SSM is very robust and the durability is critical for its practical
applications. Fig. 8a shows the PCA and CAH values of an underwa-
ter polymer droplet on the resultant mesh that is damaged by dif-
ferent cycles of sandpaper abrasion. It is demonstrated that the
PCA and CAH values almost have no obvious change with increas-
ing abrasion times. Even after 50 cycles of sandpaper abrasion, the
mesh still maintained great repellence to polymer droplets in
water, revealing the strong abrasion-resistant ability of the under-
water superpolymphobic mesh. When the laser-structured mesh
was immersed in the solutions with different pH for 12 h, the mesh
still had underwater superpolymphobicity with PCA above 150�
and CAH below 10� (Fig. 8b). Therefore, the laser-induced under-
water superpolymphobic mesh has remarkable chemical resis-
tance and anti-corrosion ability. The mesh also can withstand
long-time UV irradiation. The underwater superpolymphobicity is
almost uninfluenced after irradiating the mesh by UV light for
24 h (Fig. 8c). Fig. 8d shows the wettability of the structured mesh
after the tape peeling test. The PCA of the treated mesh always
remains above 150� with increasing cycles of tape peeling to 50.
However, the CAH increases with the increase of the tape peeling
cycles. The increased adhesion between the treated mesh and poly-
mer droplet is ascribed to that the adhesive matter on tape adheres
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to the mesh surface. The underwater superpolymphobicity with
low adhesion to polymer droplet can be obtained within 40 tape
peeling cycles. Such stability of underwater superpolymphobicity
benefits from the inherent chemical inertness and hardness of
the stainless steel substrate and the laser-induced surface
microstructures.

The inverse wettabilities of the laser-structured SSM to water
(i.e., superhydrophilicity) and the polymer (i.e. underwater super-
polymphobicity) enable the SSM to separate the polymer/water
mixture. The structured SSM was successfully used as a separation
Fig. 7. Wetting state between liquid polymer and SSM. (a and b) SEM images of polymer
in air. (d and e) SEM images of a polymer droplet on the laser-structured SSM. (f) Sche
obtained after curing the polymer (PDMS).

Fig. 6. Influence of K on the wettability of the laser-ablated SSM. (a) Water w

Movie S3.
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medium for a mixture of liquid polymer and water. Fig. 9a and
Movie S3 show the removal/collection of liquid PDMS floating on
the water surface. This case corresponds to a small liquid polymer
(red) leaked in water (Fig. 9a-1). The laser-structured SSM was pre-
viously wetted by water. The wetted SSM was submerged in water
(Fig. 9a-2) and placed beneath the polymer layer (Fig. 9a-3). The
SSM was then pulled up similar to a fishing net (Fig. 9a-4). The liq-
uid polymer remained on the as-prepared SSM and was therefore
removed from the water surface (Fig. 9a-5). Fig. 9b and Movie S4
shows the process of separating the polymer/water mixture by
Movie S4.
on the untreated SSM. (c) Schematic of liquid polymer droplet on the untreated SSM
matic of liquid polymer droplet on the structured SSM in water. SEM images were

ettability in air. (b) Underwater wettability of a liquid polymer droplet.



Fig. 8. Durability of the underwater superpolymphobicity of the laser-structured SSM. (a) After sandpaper abrasion. (b) After immersion in the acid or alkali solutions with
different pH. (c) After UV light irradiation. (d) After tape peeling.

Fig. 9. Polymer/water separation by using laser-structured underwater superpolymphobic SSM as a separation medium. (a) Removal/collection of liquid polymer floating on
the water surface. (b) Filtration of polymer/water mixture. The polymer is liquid PDMS dyed with Oil Red O. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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filtration. A structured SSM was prewetted using a small volume of
water and mounted on a beaker (Fig. 9b-1). The mixture of water
and liquid polymer (red) was poured onto the SSM (Fig. 9b-2).
The water in the mixture gradually penetrated through the struc-
tured SSM and dripped into the beaker below (Fig. 9b-3). By con-
trast, the liquid polymer was intercepted by the SSM because of
the fsL-induced underwater superpolymphobicity and therefore
always remained above the SSM (Fig. 9b-4). The separation process
ended when all the water passed through the structured SSM
(Fig. 9b-5). The polymer/water mixture was thus successfully sepa-
rated. It is demonstrated that no polymer remained in the separated
water for both removal and filtration observed under a microscope.
The measured separation efficiency reaches up to 99.0%, showing
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that the fsL-treated SSM has a high separation efficiency. The rich
pores and the superhydrophilicity enable the SSM to have an aver-
age separation flux of 4.45 � 105 L m�2h�1. The liquid polymer on
the SSM surface can be easily cleaned or collected because of the
excellent polymer repellence of the structured SSM. Repeatability
is important for such separation material in practical application
[42,43]. The cleaned SSM can be repeatedly used to separate the
polymer/water mixture. Even after 10 cycles of separation, the
cleaned SSM still maintained its underwater superpolymphobicity
and separation ability, benefiting from the stability of underwater
superpolymphobicity of the laser-structured SSM. This result
demonstrates that the structured SSM was not contaminated by
liquid polymer during the entire separation process, because the



Fig. 10. Separating different polymer/water mixtures by the laser-induced underwater superpolymphobic SSM. The used polymer in (a) is polydimethyl siloxane fluid, that in
(b) is epoxy resin, and that in (c) is polybutadiene. First column: the polymer droplet on the SSM in water. Second column: the polymer/water mixture before separation.
Third column: after separation.
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liquid polymer could not effectively contact the surfacemicrostruc-
tures of the underwater superpolymphobic SSM. By contrast, when
an untreated SSM is used to perform the separation experiment,
both water and liquid polymer pass through the mesh, and the pol-
luted mesh is difficult to clean.

In addition to liquid PDMS droplets, the laser-structured SSM
also shows remarkable underwater superpolymphobicity to a
broad range of polymer liquids. For example, the first column of
Fig. 10 shows the shapes of the droplets of polydimethyl siloxane
fluid (Fig. 10a), epoxy resin (Fig. 10b), and polybutadiene
(Fig. 10c) on the resultant SSM in water. The PCAs of all these poly-
mer droplets are above 150�. The underwater superpolymphobic-
ity enables the SSM to effectively separate the mixtures of water
and polydimethyl siloxane fluid (Fig. 10a), epoxy resin (Fig. 10b),
and polybutadiene (Fig. 10c), respectively. Therefore, such separa-
tion method can be extended to various water/polymer mixtures.

Although the mechanism of the polymer/water separation pro-
cess is similar to that of oil/water separation based on underwater
superoleophobicity, entirely different application conditions are
required for these two separation systems. It is more difficult to
separate a polymer/water mixture than an oil/water mixture
because liquid polymers typically have higher viscosities, lower
fluidities, and more complex compositions than pure oils. Using
underwater superpolymphobic materials to separate polymer/wa-
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ter mixtures can save polymer resources and prevent polymer-
based environmental pollution.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, micro/nanostructures were easily prepared on
the surface of an SSM by fsL processing. After fsL treatment, the
SSM was endowed with superhydrophilicity and excellent under-
water superpolymphobicity. Liquid PDMS droplets on the struc-
tured SSM have a PCA of 156.4 ± 5.1�, a PSA of 2.5 ± 0.5�, and a
CAH of 2.7 ± 2� in a water medium. Therefore, fsL processing of
the SSM results in high repellence to various liquid polymer dro-
plets. SEM images show that the actual contact between the liquid
polymer and the SSM in water is a typical underwater Cassie state.
Underwater liquid polymer remains spherical shape on the SSM
surface and only contacts the top portion of the SSM microstruc-
ture. In addition, underwater superpolymphobicity can be
obtained for a laser-treated SSM over a wide range of processing
parameters. The laser-induced underwater superpolymphobicity
is very stable and the resultant SSM remains its excellent underwa-
ter superpolymphobicity after 50 cycles of sandpaper abrasion,
strong acid or alkali corrosion for 12 h, UV light irradiation for
24 h, and 40 cycles of tape peeling, respectively. The inverse
superhydrophilicity and underwater superpolymphobicity of the
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laser-structured SSM were successfully exploited to separate a
mixture of a liquid polymer and water with a high separation effi-
ciency and excellent repeatability. The separation efficiency
reaches up to 99.0% under a high separation flux of 4.45 � 105 L
m�2h�1. It is demonstrated that the fsL-structured SSM exhibits
underwater superpolymphobicity to different liquid polymers
and can separate various water/polymer mixtures. This novel strat-
egy for separating polymer/water mixtures has important poten-
tial applications for alleviating pollution caused by the discharge
of liquid polymers, recycling waste polymer resources, and in poly-
mer production and manufacturing.
4. Experimental section

Femtosecond laser processing: FsL ablation was used to gener-
ate microstructures on the SSM surface, thereby changing the wet-
tability of the SSM. As shown in Fig. 1, the SSM (300 mesh size) was
fixed on the translation stage in advance. Then, 50-fs laser pulses
(center wavelength = 800 nm, repetition rate = 1 kHz) were
focused onto the front surface of the SSM via a convex lens (focal
length = 20 cm). The SSM was treated using a line-by-line laser
scanning method (inset of Fig. 1). The laser power and scanning
speed were set at constant values of 300 mW and 5 mm s�1,
respectively. The interval (K) of the scanning lines was tuned by
a program. The ablated SSM was carefully cleaned with alcohol
and distilled water.

Polymer/water separation: The mixture of liquid polymers and
water was separated by two methods: removal and filtration.
Removal was used for a small polymer leak in water. The laser-
structured SSM was wetted by water in advance and placed
beneath the polymer layer in water. Then, the SSM was pulled up
to remove the liquid polymer from the water surface. Filtration
was performed using a prewetted structured SSM mounted on a
beaker. A mixture of liquid polymer and water (volume ratio of
polymer to water = ~1: 4) was poured onto the SSM. Only water
penetrated through the structured SSM, while the polymer was
intercepted by the SSM. For clear observation, the liquid polymer
was dyed red with Oil Red O. The separation of the mixtures of
water and various liquid polymers (PDMS, polydimethyl siloxane
fluid, epoxy resin, polybutadiene) was carried out. The separation
efficiency was calculated by g = m1/m0, where m1 and m0 are the
mass of the collected polymer and the polymer before separation
[44,45]. The separation flux was obtained by making a constant
volume of water pass through the structured SSM. The separation
flux was calculated by m = V/(St), where V is the water volume, S is
the efficient area of the used SSM, and t is the time for water com-
pletely passing through.

Durability evaluation: The sandpaper abrasion test was carried
out by using sandpaper (1000 mesh) as the friction substrate. The
laser-structured SSM with the load of 50 g was placed face-down
to the sandpaper and pulled forward for 10 cm for every abrasion
cycle. The wettability of the as-prepared SSM after acid or alkali
corrosion was measured. The SSM was immersed in the acid or
alkali solutions with different pH for 12 h, respectively. The acid
or alkali solutions were obtained by diluting phosphoric acid and
sodium hydroxide, respectively. The SSM was also irradiated by
UV light (wavelength = 365 nm) for different time to investigate
the UV resistance. The sample was put below a UV lamp with a dis-
tance of 10 cm. For the tape peeling test, a commercially available
sticky tape (Deli Group Co., Ltd.) was used to repeatedly paste and
peel the SSM surface.

Characterization: The morphology of the SSM surface was
observed by a scanning electron microscope (FlexSEM-1000). The
XRD analysis was carried out by an Empyrean X-ray diffraction
(XRD, PANalytical, Netherlands) with Cu K-alpha1 X-ray source.
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The wettability of droplets of water and liquid polymer on SSM
surfaces was investigated by contact-angle measurement
(JC2000D). The main tested liquid polymer was uncured PDMS
(DC-184, Dow Corning Corporation). The liquid PDMS was cured
by mixing with a curing agent followed by storage at 60 �C for
3 h. In the measurement, a mixture of water and ethanol (V:
V = 1: 1) was used as the water environment to ensure that the
density of liquid PDMS droplet was higher than that of the water
environment.
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